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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a detailed review of the indices found in the literature for voltage stability monitoring. These indices 
quantify the condition of stability through a scalar magnitude, which can be monitored by network operators, and take 
measures to avoid a voltage collapse. Unlike other bibliographic reviews, this paper presents the mathematical 
formulation of each index and an exhaustive classification is carried out considering the following aspects: if the indices 
use different types of load, if they are based on phasor measurement units - PMU, if they can be calculated in real time, if 
they consider the operational constraints that arise in a power electrical system, the test systems in which they have been 
implemented, and if they have been applied in large power systems. Finally, as a result, an analysis that allows to identify 
work areas, which have been little explored in this topic, specifically those offered by wide area measurement systems 
WAMS through PMUs, is presented. 
 
Keywords: Phasor measurement unit (PMU), voltage stability monitoring, voltage stability indices, wide area measurement system 

(WAMS), voltage stability indices. 
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1. Introduction 

 
The results of a voltage stability study provide information 
on the proximity of the operation point of the Power Electric 
System (PES) to the point of voltage collapse, known as 
voltage stability indices, which are scalar magnitudes that 
vary depending on the system operating conditions. 
 The complexity of this issue is that in large PES, they 
contain many electrical variables, have different network 
configurations, different generation modes according to the 
dispatch, and contingencies may occur in different elements. 
 Voltage stability problems generally occur when power 
systems are overloaded. In many cases, voltage variants are 
related to abrupt changes due to disturbances that alter the 
system conditions, such as changes in the topology and/or 
network setting caused by exit or failure of transmission 
lines and/or generation units; or in other occasions, due to 
small changes, such as a load gradual increase. Even though 
the system is normally designed to put up with these kind of 
disturbances, abnormal operative conditions could 
sometimes be originated by contingencies that happen 
simultaneously, or by unexpected phenomena that put the 
system under imminent operative danger conditions. Thus, 
one of the main tasks of network analysts and voltage 
stability researchers is to study the different phenomena that 
cause instability, and propose preventive and/or corrective 
actions when unsafe operative conditions are presented from 
the voltage perspective [1]. 
 According to the literature review, there are similar 
works that classify these indices as [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. In [2] 

[3] [4], voltage stability indices are classified based on the 
type of information required for their implementation. 
Indices are divided into two main categories: indices that are 
based on the Jacobian matrix, and those based on variables 
and system parameters. In  [2],  those based on variables and 
parameters are subdivided on variables obtained by 
measurements and/or parameters, and on the variables 
obtained by load flow. The indices based on measurements 
and/or parameters are grouped into indices considering the 
Thevenin equivalent, the network equivalent indices, and 
those based on measurements in general. This paper presents 
a review until 2012. In [5] and [6],  a classification by line 
and node indices is shown. [5] Also presents the 
mathematical formulation of the indices, and was carried out 
until 2015. There are other papers such as [7] [8] [9] [10] 
[11] [12] that make comparisons between different indexes 
through simulations made on test systems. 
 In relation to the indices for voltage stability monitoring 
based on PMU measurements, in [13] and [14], they are 
classified into: methods based on local measurements and 
methods based on Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) 
measurements. 
 The objective of this article is to classify and review the 
mathematical formulation of each index in such a way that it 
is possible to analyze which one of these indices can be 
implemented in real time, considering real operating 
conditions of the PES. What it is new in this review is the 
classification method carried out until 2018, which contains 
the mathematical formulation of each index, the load models 
that are considered in the indices, the indices based on PMU 
measurements, the possibility of real time calculation, the 
operational constraints of a real PES, the systems used for 
the implementation of indices, and finally, if they have been 
applied in large power systems. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 
 
A voltage stability analysis determines the operation state, 
stability limit, stability margin, proximity to instability and 
critical points of the system, through static and dynamic 
techniques. 
Among the static methods are those based on load flow and 
sensitivity factors associated with the change in voltage 
weighted by the change in reactive power (dV/dQ), own 
values, singular values and Continuous Power Flow method 
(CPF) [15]. Most of the existing techniques for performing 
static stability analysis use the solution obtained by the load 
flow. These techniques provide information on the nature of 
the problem and the identification of the factors that 
contribute to instability. 
Dynamic analysis is important to complement static analysis 
and to better understand the phenomenon of instability. The 
non-linearity of loads and generators is an important factor 
in determining voltage instability. This type of analysis has 
the disadvantage of consuming more computational time, 
due to the requirement of more elaborate models of the 
elements that make up the PES. 
 Next, some techniques used, both in the static and 
dynamic approach, for the analysis of voltage stability are 
described. 
 
Methods Based on the Jacobian Matrix 
This is one of the most used traditional approaches to 
perform voltage stability analysis and it is based on the 
analysis of the mathematical characteristics of the Jacobian 
matrix or its reduced version 𝐽!. The latter represents only 
the linear relationship between the change in the magnitude 
of bus voltages ΔV and the injection of bus reactive power 
ΔQ, assuming that there is no variation in the active power 
ΔP, as indicated in              (1):  
 
∆Q = J!" − J!!J!!!!J!" ∆V = J!∆V             (1) 
 
 These methods provide a measure of the relative 
proximity between the actual operating point to the voltage 
collapse point, observing the non-convergence of the load 
flow, i.e., the singularity of the Jacobian matrix (bifurcation 
point), when gradual load increments and/or contingencies 
are performed, such as line outputs and generation units. 
Within this category, singular value decomposition [16] and 
modal analysis are found [17]. 
 
PV/PQ Curves 
A common practice for the analysis of voltage stability in a 
power system is the use of PV and QV curves in load nodes 
under study [15]. The PV curves relate system bus voltages 
with the active power consumed by the load connected to the 
node, and similarly for the reactive power by means of QV 
curves. In general, these curves are obtained by carrying out 
a large number of power flows using conventional methods. 
Although this procedure can be automated, it has high 
computation times and does not provide immediate 
information to determine the causes of stability problems. 
Additionally, these procedures focus on individual nodes 
and its deviations, which could distort the system's stability 
condition. On the other hand, the nodes for the QV or PV 
analysis must be carefully chosen, and a large number of 
curves must be obtained in order to get complete system 
information. However, it is not possible to fully generate the 
QV curves due to numerical convergence problems 
presented by power flow in regions near the point of voltage 

collapse. There are robust procedures for the determination 
of PV curves in power systems which use the (CPF). The 
analysis, by means of a continuous power flow method, 
employs an iterative process that involves a predictor-
corrector scheme in order to find a path of solutions from a 
base case to the system critical point, which is achieved by 
including a load parameter under power flow equations [15]. 
 
Methods Based on Sensitivities 
This method is based on the analysis of voltage variation 
with respect to the power in order to determine the margins 
and limits of voltage stability, as well as the areas and weak 
zones of the system. It should be noted that the most used 
sensitivity analysis is the one that relates reactive power to 
voltage (QV analysis). 
 The QV sensitivity of a bar represents the slope of the 
QV curve for a given operating point. A positive QV 
sensitivity indicates a stable operation, therefore the lower 
the sensitivity the more stable the system. When stability 
decreases, the magnitude of sensitivity increases reaching an 
infinite value in the stability limit. Conversely, a negative 
QV sensitivity is an indicator of unstable operation; a small 
negative sensitivity represents a very unstable operation. 
Due to the non-linear nature of the QV relationship, the 
magnitude of sensitivities for different system conditions 
does not provide a direct measure relative to the degree of 
stability [15], [17]. 
 
Monitoring of Reactive Power Reserves 
On-line monitoring of active and reactive power reserves in 
the system, including generators and other sources of 
reactive power such as the SVC (Static Var Compensator), 
have been proposed as indices for voltage safety evaluation. 
 On the principle that voltage collapse usually does not 
occur until reactive power limits are reached, especially in 
large sources of reactive power, operators can be able to 
determine the proximity of a voltage collapse and, this way, 
take corrective measures such as load disconnection, based 
on the additional requirements for reactive power supply in 
certain areas of the system through the control of the 
delivery of reactive power and the existing reserves in the 
system. Reactive power reserves are used to evaluate voltage 
instability problems in certain areas of the system; these 
margins are based on reactive power reserves from 
generators, SVC and synchronous capacitors that deplete the 
reserves in the process of calculating a QV curve for any 
node in a given voltage control area [18]. 
 
Methods Based on Indices of Voltage Stability 
Voltage stability indices are scalar factors that allow 
determining the distance from the current operating point to 
the point of voltage instability as a function of elements, 
such as the nodal admittance matrix, power flow results as 
voltage magnitudes or angles, among others. In a 
complementary way, voltage stability indices allow to detect 
critical lines and nodes, and define critical areas in voltage 
stability to apply corrective actions. Currently, considering 
the increasing use of monitoring devices in PES such as 
PMUs, it is possible to use real measurements acquired from 
the PES, which allows the implementation of indices of 
voltage stability by using online measurements for real-time 
system monitoring [19]. 
 Many proposals for indices of stability have been made 
to determine the weakest lines of the system, as well as to 
identify the weakest nodes or areas in the system. The 
following section presents a more detailed review of the 
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methodologies used in the definition of indices of voltage 
stability. 
 
 
3. Indices Classification Based on Measurements and/ 

or Parameters 
 
In PES it is very important to determine if it is operating 
within the limits and standards of stability safety, which is 
achieved through constant monitoring. In regard to voltage 
stability, numerous methodologies are reported in the 
literature to measure, with a certain degree of precision, the 
stability margin of the operating point of the power system. 
Generally, these measurements have been proposed in the 
form of Voltage Stability Indices, whose purpose is to 
determine a scalar magnitude that can be monitored as the 
system presents changes according to different 
contingencies, in order to allow operators and network 
analysts to perform the corresponding preventive and/or 
corrective actions before a voltage collapse. 
 In the state of the art of the indices of voltage stability, 
proposals that provide approximations to define the distance 
to the point of critical operation in PES are presented. In the 
classification of these methodologies there are different 
works, such as [2], [3], [4], and [5], in which voltage 
stability indices are classified based on the type of 
information that is required for its implementation. The 
indices are divided into two main categories as follows: 
indices that are based on the Jacobian matrix and those 
based on variables and/or system parameters. The latter is 
subdivided into variables obtained by measurements and/or 
parameters system and variables obtained by load flow. 
 The indices based on the Jacobian matrix, since they are 
based on the load flow model, have the disadvantage of not 
considering the dynamic components of the system and, 
additionally, are not appropriate for an online monitoring 
scheme. 
 On the other hand, the indices based on the variables 
obtained by the solution of load flows have a lower demand 
of computational time since they are based on the solution of 
simple equations, facilitating their application in large PES. 
For the calculation of these methodologies, system 
parameters such as resistance, and/or reactance of the lines 
are required, which represents a great disadvantage for its 
application if there is no real data of the system, which could 
lead to not very reliable calculations. Additionally, the 
criterion of the maximum power transfer of an electrical 
network to loads of power constant type is the most used in 
indices formulation based on load flows. The above, in some 
cases, leads to the inaccuracy of the analysis carried out 
through these indices, due to the great impact that dynamic 
loads have on a system’s voltage stability [2]. 
 In this review, we will adopt the classification made in 
[2], and we will focus on the methodologies based on 
measurements and/or system parameters, specifically the 
indexes based on phasor measurements PMU, which are part 
of the new technologies of intelligent measurement WAMS 
(Wide Area Monitoring System) in PES. 
 The indices based on measurements are intended to use 
the phasor information of voltages and/or currents, at the 
point in which the analysis is performed and/or at other PES 
measurement points, which can provide enough and specific 
information on voltage instability. PES monitoring has 
changed in recent years, due to the use of PMUs, which is 
the most accurate and advanced synchronized time 
technology currently available. PMUs deliver the 

measurements of voltage-current phasors and frequency 
synchronized via GPS [20]. This technology has been 
reflected in the area of voltage stability in which there are 
several proposals related to the definition of stability indices 
using PMUs. 
 In relation to the indices for voltage stability monitoring 
based on PMU measurements, several works are reported as 
in [13] and [14] which are classified into: methods based on 
local measurements, and methods based on Wide Area 
Monitoring System (WAMS) measurements. The methods 
based on local measurements use information delivered by 
the PMUs in the node where the analysis is being carried 
out, and, in some cases, they require little or no exchange of 
information between the monitoring points. These methods 
accommodate the data time of SCADA and do not require 
synchronization of time. Most of these methods are based on 
the adaptation condition of the Thevenin impedance or its 
extensions, and are based on the assumption that voltage 
instability is closely related to the maximum load capacity of 
a transmission network [3]. In contrast, the methods based 
on WAMS measurements take advantage of the availability 
of PMUs throughout the PES, which allows having a global 
view of their behavior. The latter, although having a great 
advantage over local methods, requires a high number of 
measurers in order to make the SP fully observable. Finally, 
some authors classify the indices based on phasor 
measurements in: methods based on node measurements  
and methods based on line measurements [5], [6]. 
 Following there is a review of the state of the art of 
indices for voltage stability monitoring, based on 
measurements and / or parameters; the review includes the 
formulation and mathematical definition of each index. 
 
3.1 Indices Using an Equivalent Model 
These indices consider that the point of maximum transfer of 
power in a circuit, when considering constant power load, 
coincides with the starting point of voltage collapse, and this 
can be reflected in the equality of the impedances (line and 
load, for a two-node circuit) as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, 
some of the indices that are based on this criterion require 
the estimation of parameters of a network equivalent circuit 
seen from a load node. In order to establish the parameters 
of the Thevenin equivalent there are identification 
algorithms, such as least squares RLS or their variant 
recursive least squares, which perform the calculations on a 
sliding window of the discrete data samples, the 
Transmission Corridor method and the method of 
approximation proposed in [21], [22] and [3]. These indices 
can be subdivided into those that use the Thevenin 
equivalent and those that define their own equivalent  [2]. 
 
3.1.1 Indices using a Thevenin Equivalent: Within this 
category there are the following: 
Chebbo et al., 1992: in [23] an index that does not use 
estimation algorithms is presented since it obtains the 
equivalent impedance directly from the Z matrix of the 
system, using the element of the diagonal 𝑍 = 𝑌 !!. From 
the calculation of the magnitude of the relationship between 
the Thevenin equivalent impedance seen from the load node 
and the load impedance of the node under analysis, the 
stability of the node is defined. The formulation of the index 
is derived from  
Fig. 1. 
 The index to determine the node stability is determined 
by equation                      
(2): 
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≤ 1                     (2) 
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Fig. 1. Two nodes system 
 
 Vu et al., 1999: in [24] the Thevenin equivalent 
estimation is used by equation            
      (3) by using a recursive least squares algorithm, 
which requires two measurements in the load node obtained 
at different and consecutive times. 
 
𝐸!! = 𝑉 + 𝑍!!𝐼                  (3) 
 
 Having 𝐸!! = 𝐸!!,! + 𝑗𝐸!!,!  , where R and I denote the 
real and imaginary part of the corresponding phasors 
respectively, V ̇, I ̇ can be obtained from the PMU. When 
decomposing equation               
   (3) in the rectangular coordinate system, equation   
         (4) is obtained: 
 
𝐸!!,!
𝐸!!,!

= 𝑉!
𝑉!

+ 𝐼! −𝐼!
𝐼! 𝐼!

𝑍!!,!
𝑍!!,!

            (4) 

 
 In order to calculate four unknown parameters of the 
Thevenin equivalent E!",!, E!",!, Z!",!, Z!",! at least two sets 
of measurements V and I are required. If there are more than 
two sets of V and I and the measurements are obtained, the 
Thévenin equivalent parameters can be calculated using the 
least square method represented by equation       
               (2). 
 Julian et al., 2000: In [25], the VIP (Voltage Instability 
Predictor) index was developed, which also uses the concept 
of the PES Thevenin equivalent obtained by local 
measurements in order to define the proximity of collapse in 
terms of power margin instead of impedance margin. It is 
evaluated in dynamic regime under conditions of increases 
of power transfers by using simulations of power flows. To 
examine the conditions of voltage collapse, the effects of 
excitation systems and voltage-dependent loads and 
frequency are considered. The power margin expressed in 
terms of power is the difference between the maximum 
power using linear estimation and the current power 
observed by the VIP voltage predictor which can be 
expressed by equation               
    (5): 
 
∆𝑆 = !!!!!!!! !

!!!!
                   (5) 

 
 Where, 𝑉! , 𝐼! are the present voltage measurements and 
current at the load node, and 𝑍!! is the current Thevening 
impedance. 
 When ∆𝑆 is zero, the system is on its maximum power 
transfer which is the point of voltage collapse. 

 Milosevic & Begovic, 2003: in [26], the VSLBI index 
(Voltage Stability Load Bus Index) is defined. It considers 
load characteristics (static or dynamic), but it is necessary to 
know in advance the model and composition of the load, 
which in most occasions is impossible due to its variance. 
The VSLBI index is based on consecutive voltage 
measurements taken in a substation. With them, the 
comparison between the magnitudes of the load impedance 
in the substation and the equivalent Thevenin impedance of 
the system seen from this substation is done by applying the 
theorem of the maximum power transfer. 
The proposed idea is that the voltage phasors contain enough 
information to detect the voltage stability margin directly 
from their measurements. When the load is the constant 
power type, a simple calculation shows that the point of 
voltage instability coincides with the point of maximum 
power transfer, producing a relationship between the voltage 
of an equivalent source 𝐸!! and the voltage of a local load 
node 𝑉; this way equation              
    (6) is obtained: 
 
𝑬𝒕𝒉 = 𝟐𝑽𝐜𝐨𝐬 (𝜽)                  (6) 
 
 Under maximum transfer conditions, voltage drop 𝛥𝑉 
through transmission impedance 𝑍!! is equal to load node 
voltage 𝑉!. Where θ is the phase angle of voltage 𝑉!. 
Therefore, to evaluate the risk of voltage collapse in the 
presence of a constant load power, it is necessary to monitor 
the voltage stability index at the load node which is defined 
as in equation                    
(7): 
 
𝑽𝑺𝑳𝑩𝑰 = 𝑽𝒓

∆𝑽
                    (7) 

 
 When the system is in conditions of proximity to voltage 
collapse 𝑉𝑆𝐿𝐵𝐼 ≅ 1, otherwise its value is in the range (1.5 
to 5). The index for a system with n nodes consists of the 
lowest value obtained from VSLBI. The VSLBI index, since 
it is based on the recursive square scheme (RLS) that uses 
successive measurements to evaluate the Thevenin 
equivalent, presents some problems which are inherent to the 
RLS method forgetting factor and the snowball effect. These 
drawbacks make difficult a robust online application of the 
method. 
 Smon et al., 2006: in [27] an alternative to the minimum 
square method is used, by means of two consecutive voltage 
and current phasor measurements to formulate the ISI index 
(Impedance Stability Index). This index uses the Tellegen 
theorem and attached circuits. The ISI safety index is 
established from the relationship between two impedances, 
the load impedance and the Thevenin impedance of the 
equivalent system, seen from its location point; which are 
obtained by applying the concept of the attached circuit of 
the Tellegen theorem. 
The ISI index is based on two consecutive voltage and 
current measures taken in a substation in two moments 𝑡! 
and 𝑡!!! , from which the comparison between the 
magnitudes of load impedance in the substation and the 
equivalent Thevenin impedance of the system seen from this 
substation is made. For a substation 𝑖, this index is defined 
in equation                      (8): 
 
𝑰𝑺𝑰 = 𝒁𝑳!𝒁𝒕𝒉

𝒁𝑳
                      (8) 
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 By substituting the impedances with voltages and 
currents equation                  (9) 
is achieved: 
 
𝑰𝑺𝑰 = 𝟏 − 𝜟𝑽 𝑰

𝑽𝜟𝑰
                  (9) 

 
 The Thevenin impedance can be easily calculated using 
equation                 (10): 
 
𝒁𝒕𝒉 = 𝜟𝑽

𝜟𝑰
                  (10) 

 
 When having real line measurements, 𝛥𝑉 (voltage 
differences) and 𝛥𝐼 (current differences) are obtained from 
the two consecutive measurement samples of a PMU at the 
node. 
 Consecutive measurements are taken by PMU measuring 
devices at the nodes. Under normal operating conditions  
𝐼𝑆𝐼 ≅ 1 (𝑍! > 𝑍!!) , and from the point of maximum power 
transfer, that is to say, in voltage instability 𝐼𝑆𝐼 = 0, 
(𝑍! = 𝑍!!). 
 Nizam et al., 2007: in [28], the PTSI index (Power 
Transfer Stability Index)  uses a hybrid between static and 
dynamic stability analysis for its formulation. Based on the 
criterion of maximum power transfer, an index is calculated 
in each node of the system by using the information of 
power flow, voltage and Thevenin impedance, and load 
impedance. The effectiveness of this index depends directly 
on the parameter estimation algorithm used to determine the 
Thevenin equivalent [2]. 
 The PTSI index is based on the maximum power transfer 
limit considering the load as a constant impedance element, 
thus it predicts voltage collapse in a power system 
dynamically.  
 The apparent load power can be written as in equation  
         (11): 
 

𝑺𝑳 =
𝑬𝒕𝒉𝟐𝒁𝑳

𝒁𝒕𝒉𝟐!𝒁𝑳𝟐!𝟐𝒁𝒕𝒉𝒁𝑳𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜷!𝜶
           (11) 

 
 Where, 𝑍! is the load impedance, 𝑍!! is the Thevenin 
impedance, 𝐸!! is the Thevenin voltage, 𝛼 is the phase angle 
of the load and 𝛽 is the phase angle of the Thevenin 
impedance. 
 The apparent load maximum power 𝑆! is determined by 
!!!
!!!

= 0, and is equal to equation              
(12): 
 

𝑺𝑳𝒎𝒂𝒙 =
𝑬𝒕𝒉𝟐

𝟐𝒁𝒕𝒉 𝟏!𝟐𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜷!𝜶
              (12) 

 
 To evaluate the distance from the load node to voltage 
collapse, a power margin is defined as 𝑆!"#$ − 𝑆!. The 
power margin is equal to "0" if  𝑍! = 𝑍!!, and it means  that 
power can no longer be transferred to that point and  voltage 
collapse occurs. Therefore, voltage collapse occurs when 
equation                  (13) is 
presented: 
 
𝑺𝑳

𝑺𝑳𝒎𝒂𝒙
= 𝟏                  (13) 

 
 The index PTSI is obtained in equation       
     (14): 
 

𝑷𝑻𝑺𝑰 = 𝟐𝑺𝑳𝒁𝒕𝒉 𝟏!𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜷!𝜶
𝑬𝒕𝒉𝟐

            (14) 
 
 The PTSI index requires information from the load 
power, Thevenin voltage and impedance, and load 
impedance phase angles. The index value is between "0" and 
"1", when PTSI index reaches 1, meaning that voltage 
collapse has occurred. 
 Fu et al., 2008: in [29]  index VSI (Voltage Stability 
Index) is defined with the objective of obtaining an 
equivalent network model using voltage and current phasor 
measurements obtained from PMUs; changes are made to 
the tap of the system reducing transformer, voltage stability 
indices can be calculated at load supply points. 
Synchronized voltage and current time measurements, 
before and after a change of position in the tap, are used to 
calculate the voltage stability index (VSI) in real time. Fig. 2 
shows an OLTC (Transformer On-Load Tap Changer) 
transformer with tap changer under load at a load supply 
point. Changing the transformer's position changes voltage 
on the secondary side of the transformer, thus changing the 
power flow pattern in the network. By using a PMU to 
control these two important phasors, the equivalent network 
model is obtained. 
 

ELectrical power 
network

Load supply 
point

OLTC

Loads

 
Fig. 2. OLTC installed at load supply points 
 
 Considering equation              
    (3), the before and after a tap position change, 
equations              (15) and    
          (16) are obtained: 
 
𝐸!!,! = 𝑉! + 𝑍!!,!𝐼!              (15) 
 
𝐸!!,! = 𝑉! + 𝑍!!,!𝐼!              (16) 
 
 Where the instantaneous time '1' is before the tap's 
movement and '2' is after the tap's movement. We suppose 
that 𝐸!! and 𝑍!!, do not change during the identification 
process, which is the moment to move the mechanical parts 
of the tap changer, usually from 5 to 10 seconds. Equation  
            (17) is obtained based on 
this assumption: 
 

𝐸!!,! = 𝐸!!,! =
𝐼!𝑉! − 𝐼!𝑉!
𝐼! − 𝐼!

 

𝑍!!,! = 𝑍!!,! =
!!!!!
!!!!!

               (17) 
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 After having obtained the values of 𝐸!! and 𝑍!!, the PV 
curve can be plotted assuming the constant P-Q relationship 
or the constant power factor. It is common practice to make 
such assumptions when plotting the PV curve from which 
the maximum active power deliverable Pmax can be found 
due to the following inequality that guarantees a solution for 
voltage magnitude as illustrated in equation (18): 
 
𝐸!!! 𝐸!!! − 4𝑃𝑅 − 4𝑄𝑋 − 4 𝑄𝑅 − 𝑃𝑋 ! ≥ 0    (18) 
 
 Therefore, a voltage stability index (VSI) for the load 
supply point can be obtained from equation       
      (19): 
 
𝑉𝑆𝐼 = !!"#!!!"#!$#"%"

!!"#
             (19) 

 
 Where 𝑃!"#!$#"%" = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑉!×𝐼! . From equation   
          (19), a small value for the voltage 
stability index means that the load feeding point is near the 
limit of power supply leaving very little voltage stability 
margin. 
 
 Han et al., 2009:  in [30] and [31] the WAVI (Wide 
Area Voltage Stability Index) is presented using the concept 
of the index shown in [23]. The Thevenin equivalent is 
obtained with two phasor units located in different areas. 
 Among the most outstanding characteristics of the 
proposed index it can be noted that it uses only PMU 
measurements without coupling with SCA data, it is 
computationally light to be applied to real-time situation, 
and it is a new version of the VIP index and adapted 
transmission corridor for the KEPCO system. 
 The WAVI algorithm shows whether a power system is 
stable or not, and uses a similar method to the Z-index VIP.  
 Fig. 3 shows that the concept of the WAVI method needs 
at least two PMUs to obtain data from Metropolitan and 
non-metropolitan areas. The method requires a virtual node 
in the metropolitan area, and its voltage is the average of all 
the nodes in the metropolitan area where PMU is installed. A 
virtual node is also built in the non-metropolitan area. The 
current that flows from each node will be the sum of the 
flow of the lines that connect both areas. 𝑍! and 𝑍! are the 
shunt and series impedance of transmission lines of the T-
equivalent form, respectively.  

Area	1
Area	2

G

Transmission	lines

1I! 2I!

1V! 2V!

 
Fig. 3. Wide area system and an equivalent circuit.  
 

 To obtain the T-equivalent model of Fig. 4, the Kirchhoff 
current and voltage laws are applied to obtain the equations. 
This method requires the calculation of the impedance Zg of 
the generators and transformers in the generation area. 
WAVI uses the VIP method to derive the first Zg and 
performs the VIP method by using the virtual node in the 
non-metropolitan area.  
 

V!1 zs!
-

zg! I!1 zT! I!2

V!2
++

zl! ETh!

zTh! I!2

V!2-
+ zL!

-
Eg
!

 
Fig. 4. Reduction to a Thevenin’s equivalent 
 
𝑍! =

!!
!!

                   (20) 
 
𝑍! =

!!
!!!!!

                  (21) 
 
𝑍! =

!!!!!
!!

                 (22) 
 
𝑍!! = 𝑍! +

!
!
!!
! !
!!

               (23) 

 
𝑍! = 𝑍!                   (24) 
 
𝐸!! = 𝑉!

!!!!!!
!!

                (25) 
 
𝑊𝐴𝑉𝐼 = !!!

!!

< 1: 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑒
≥ 1: 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒           (26) 

 
 It is possible to calculate the WAVI index in an area by 
using only one PMU that provides data per voltage and 
current phase. If it provides the currents of all the lines that 
are connected to the installed node of PMUs and the line 
impedance is known, the voltage and current data per phase 
of the end of the line can be obtained. Therefore, when the 
WAVI method is applied to the KEPCO system, only one 
side of the lines is monitored. Assuming that the line 
impedances are known, only half the number of PMUs is 
needed. Equations          (27) and    
          (28) calculate the voltage and 
current data per phase at the end of the line. 
 
𝑉! = 𝑉! −

!
!!

∗
− 𝑗 !

!
𝑉! ×𝑍          (27) 

 
𝐼! =

!!!!!
!

+ 𝑗 !
!
𝑉!               (28) 

 
𝑉!: Voltage of node 1, 𝐼!: Current of node 1, 𝑉!: Voltage of 
node 2, 𝐼!: Current of node 2, 𝑆: Transfer power from node 1 
to node 2, 𝑍: R+jX, line impedance and 𝐵: line susceptance. 
 Maharjan & Kamalasadan.2015. in [35], a voltage 
stability index to predict voltage collapse in PES is 
proposed. The index is based on maximum loading 
capability of the bus combined with an equivalent Thevenin 
method. From  
Fig. 1, solution for voltage 𝑉! at node i, is expressed as in 
equation                (29): 
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𝑉𝑆𝐼 = !!± !!!!!"
!!

               (29) 
 
Where, 
 
𝑎 = 4𝑌!!! 𝑃! cos 𝜃 − 𝑄! sin 𝜃 ! − 𝑃!! + 𝑄!!  
𝑏 = 4𝑉!!𝑌!"!𝑌!! 𝑃! cos 𝜃 − 𝑄! sin 𝜃  
𝑐 = 𝑉!!𝑌!"! 

 
𝑃!, 𝑄! are the active and reactive power of the load, θ is the 
angle of the power factor, 𝑌!! the admittance of the load, 𝑌!" 
the admittance of the line, and 𝑉! the sending voltage. 
 VSI is equal to 1 when the line is reaching its maximum 
power transfer limit. Once the VSI is less than 1, the 
maximum power transfer limit is violated and voltage 
becomes unstable. The slope of VSI will show the closeness 
to voltage collapse. 
 Ramapuram &Ajjarapu 2017: in [36] and [37] a new 
voltage stability index based on a Wide-Area Measurement 
(WAMS), called the Sensitivity based Thevenin Index (STI), 
is calculated by using the voltage change sensitivity to load 
variations. The novelty of this index is that it is the first 
WAMS based method whose value is equal to the Local 
Thevenin Index (LTI) measured locally at the PMU.  
T he LTI at a load node is the ratio of the estimated 
Thevenin impedance and load impedance, and it is 
calculated with equation             (30), 
using two distinct operating points, with voltage and current 
phasor differences ∆𝑉 y ∆𝐼. 
 
𝐿𝑇𝐼 = !!!

!!
= ∆!

!
!
∆!

             (30) 
 
 The closer the operating points, the better the estimate of 
accuracy of LTI. However, the closer the operating points 
are, the higher the chance that measurement noise can 
adversely impact the estimate. To alleviate this issue, we 
propose to use the sensitivities to calculate the ideal value of 
LTI directly, by using a single power flow. The initial load 
at bus i is 𝑃 + 𝑗𝑄  and the final load is 𝑃 + 𝑗𝑄 1 + ∆𝜆 . 
There is supposed to be a load increase with constant power 
factor and a loading direction that is proportional to the 
initial load. The initial load voltage is 𝑉 𝑒! !  , and the final 
load voltage can be  expressed as 𝑉 + ∆𝑉 𝑒! !!∆! .  
 

𝐿𝑇𝐼 = ∆!
!

!
∆!
=

∆!
! !! !!∆!/! !!!! ∆!

!!∆!! !!∆!/! !!! ∆!
      (31) 

 
 
 Equation      (31) is simplified into      
       (32), which is rewritten as the STI index 
   (33). As LTI depends on the ∆𝜆 chosen, it is 
explicitly written as a function of ∆𝜆, using the expression 
𝐿𝑇𝐼(∆𝜆). 
 

𝐿𝑇𝐼 =
∆!
! ∙

!
!!!

∆!
∆!

!!∆!∆!∙
!
!!!

∆!
∆!

             (32) 

 

𝑆𝑇𝐼 = lim∆!→! 𝐿𝑇𝐼 ∆𝜆 = 1 +
!!"!"∙

!
!!!

!!!"!"∙
!
!

!
! !"

!"

!    (33) 

 

 Kamel, Karrar, & Eltom. 2018. in [38], a new 
normalized voltage stability indicator called the P-index is 
proposed. It is also shown how the P-index can be used to 
estimate distance to collapse and the amount of load that is 
eliminated. Consider the two-bus system shown in  
Fig. 1, where the load at node i is 𝑃! + 𝑗𝑄! and the voltage 
magnitude is V. The equivalent load admittance is 𝐺! − 𝐵!, 
which can be obtained by equation          
      (34): 
 
𝐺! =

!!
!!
,𝐵! =

!!
!!

               (34) 
 
 The load is gradually increased without a change in its 
power factor by amounts ΔP, ΔQ, therefore, the 
corresponding increase in admittance components is ∆𝐺!, 
∆𝐵!. The additional load causes voltage magnitude to switch 
to a quantity ΔV, which is usually negative; the new node 
voltage is V+ΔV. The increase of active power in the node 
can be expressed by equation       (35): 
 
∆𝑃! = 𝑉 + ∆𝑉 !∆𝐺! + 2𝑉 + ∆𝑉 𝐺!∆𝑉      (35) 
 
 The P-index is based on the ratio of the two terms, the 
power lost and the power gained. Additionally, a minus sign 
is introduced to make the index positive when there is a 
negative ΔV, as calculated in equation         
 (36): 
 
𝑃 − 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = − !!!∆! !!

!!∆! ! ∙ ∆!
∆!!

         (36) 
 
 In terms of active power, equation         
    (37) is obtained: 
 

𝑃 − 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
!!!!!

!"
!!!

!!!!!!
!"
!!!

            (37) 

 
 The index is now defined in terms of normalized voltage 
and power sensitivities. The stability index has a theoretical 
value of 1.0 at the stability limit when !"

!!!
= ∞ . 

 
3.1.2 Indices with own equivalent identification 
This section presents the indices that use an own equivalent 
network model and the measurements obtained directly from 
the PES, either locally or globally. Within this category we 
have: 
 Hongjie et al., 2005: within the approach that uses an 
own equivalent, the influence of load model on voltage 
stability has also been considered. This is how in  [39] an 
improvement was presented to the index L given by [40], 
through a new index called LI, which considers the influence 
of ZIP models and exponential load. 

Index L can be calculated by using the information from 
generators with method 1 (equation (       
 (38)). It can also be calculated by using the information 
of loads with method 2 (equation (          
  (39)). Usually, the number of loads is greater than that 
of generators in a PES, then method 1 is simpler and more 
popular than method 2. However, when some loads are not 
of the constant power type, method 2 can give a more 
reasonable result because it can consider the influence of 
loads. The LI index uses method 1 to calculate the L index, 
and then uses method 2 to adjust this value. 
 For a n-nodes PES, nodes can be separated into two 
groups: all load nodes designated as 𝜎!, and the PV nodes 
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located on the tail and denominated 𝜎!. For any load node 
𝑖 ∈ 𝜎!, the voltage stability index L can be defined by 
equations         (38) and         
    (39): 
 
𝒎é𝒕𝒐𝒅𝒐 𝟏: 𝑳𝒊 = 𝟏 −

𝑭𝒊𝒋𝑽𝒋𝒋∈𝝈𝑮
𝑽𝒊

         (38) 
 
𝒎é𝒕𝒐𝒅𝒐 𝟐: 𝑳𝒊 =

𝑺𝒊
𝒀𝒊𝒊𝑽𝒊

𝟐              (39) 

 
 Where, 𝐹!" = − 𝑌!! !! 𝑌!"  is a complex matrix that 
defines the relationships between the load voltages and 
generation nodes, and 𝑌!! is a sub-matrix of 𝑌!"#. 𝑉! and 𝑉! 
are the voltages at the generation and load node respectively. 
 Gong et al., 2006: in [41],  a new VSI (Voltage Stability 
Index) which predicts the voltage stability limit of the PES 
in stationary state is presented. The maximum load index is 
based on the criterion of maximum transfer of the PES and 
uses for its definition the values of maximum active, reactive 
and apparent powers. This index uses phasor measurements 
and network parameters to simplify the PES seen from a 
node by using a network equivalent consisting of a source, a 
transmission line and a load node. 
 Given a model of simplified power system as shown in  
Fig. 1, with time synchronized measurements of voltage 
magnitude 𝐸!!, and the load 𝑆 = 𝑃 + 𝑗𝑄, the maximum 
transfer of demanded power  𝑃!"# can be calculated by   
     (40), where, 𝑍!! = 𝑅!+𝑋!, assuming that 
the demand for reactive power Q is constant. Similarly, the 
maximum reactive power transfer 𝑄!"#, and the maximum 
apparent power demand 𝑆!"#, can be calculated by    
    (41) and (42), assuming that the power demand P, 
and the power angle of the load 𝜑 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛!! !

!
 are constant. 

 

𝑃!"# =
!"
!
− !!!

! !
!!!

+
!!! !!! !!!

! !!!"

!!!
        (40) 

 

𝑄!"# =
!"
!
− !!!

! !
!!!

+
!!! !! !!!

! !!!"

!!!
        (41) 

 
𝑆!"# =

!!!
! !!! ! !"#$!!!"#$!

! !"#$!!!"#$! !  (42) 
 
 For transmission lines with high !

!
 ratio, equations 

approximations leaving aside resistance 𝑅 are reduced to 
equations (43),               (44) and 
             (45):  
 

𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙 =
𝑬𝒕𝒉
𝟒

𝟒𝑿𝟐
− 𝑸 𝑬𝒕𝒉

𝟐

𝑿
             

 (43) 
 
𝑸𝒎𝒂𝒙 =

𝑬𝒕𝒉
𝟐

𝟒𝑿
− 𝑷𝟐𝑿

𝑬𝒕𝒉
𝟐                (44) 

 
𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒙 =

𝟏!𝒔𝒆𝒏𝝋 𝑬𝒕𝒉
𝟐

𝟐 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝝋 𝟐𝑿
              (45) 

 
 With equations               (46), 
              (47) and       
            (48) the three load margins are 
calculated:  
 

𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒓𝒈 = 𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙 − 𝑷              
 (46) 
 
𝑸𝒎𝒂𝒓𝒈 = 𝑸𝒎𝒂𝒙 − 𝑸               (47) 
 
𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒓𝒈 = 𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒙 − 𝑺                  
 (48) 
 
 This method considers that the source voltage magnitude 
remains constant. The calculation of 𝑃!"#$%& is based on the 
assumption that 𝑄 remains constant. Similarly, the 
calculation of margin 𝑄!"#$%& is based on the assumption 
that the active power 𝑃 is constant. The calculation of 
margin 𝑆!"#$%& is based on the assumption that the power 
factor is preserving the load increase. The margins of 𝑃 and 
𝑄 are too optimistic, since normally the demand for active 
and reactive power increase simultaneously. 

 
 The 𝑉𝑆𝐼 index based on the margins prediction is 
calculated by using equation         (49): 
 
𝑽𝑺𝑰 = 𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒓𝒈

𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙
, 𝑸𝒎𝒂𝒓𝒈
𝑸𝒎𝒂𝒙

, 𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒓𝒈
𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒙

         (49) 
 
 Small values of 𝑉𝑆𝐼 indicate that the load node is close 
to the stable marginal voltage. Once the load node has 
reached an operating point with stable marginal voltage, its 
𝑉𝑆𝐼 will be equal to zero  [41]. In  [42], a real application of 
the VSI index is made in a laboratory. 
 Genet & Maun., 2007 y 2009: in [14] and [43],  it is 
assumed that the value of  the voltage drop between a load 
node and the nearest generator can give information that is 
comparable to the voltage drop through the Thevenin 
impedance. This new concept overcomes the difficulties 
encountered in estimating the Thevenin equivalent by means 
of successive measurements. The VSI index for each node is 
defined as the relationship between voltage at the load node 
and the voltage drop at the Thevenin impedance. This new 
monitoring method based on a wide-area network of Phasor 
Measurement Units (PMU) detects incipient voltage 
instability in the PES in real time. In [43], some assumptions 
are made to approximate the voltage drop. The main 
assumption is that the generator that is closest to the load can 
give information comparable to the Thevenin voltage. The 
distance to a generator is defined as the sum of all the 
absolute values of the complex voltage drops for each line 
along the shortest path from a node to the generator. The 
nearest generator is the one with the minimum electrical 
distance. If several generators are exactly the same distance, 
one of them is taken as the closest. 
 All the generators are not taken into account, only the 
generators in PV mode that control the active power and the 
voltage in their output are considered. 
 The voltage stability index (VSI) is defined for a node i 
in equation (50): 
 
𝑉𝑆𝐼! =

!!
!!!

                  (50) 
 
 Where, 𝑉! is the voltage at node i and 𝛥𝑉! is the closest 
distance to the generator. It is assumed that this distance gets 
close to voltage drop in the Thevenin impedance. If this is 
accurate, the value of 𝑉𝑆𝐼! is one at the point of maximum 
load capacity. The global 𝑉𝑆𝐼 index is defined in equation  
               (51): 
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𝑉𝑆𝐼 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑆𝐼!                 (51) 
 
 Wang et al., 2009: the ENVCI index (Equivalent Node 
Voltage Collapse Index) proposed by [44] uses an equivalent 
PES model seen from the node under analysis; this includes 
the effects of the local network as well as those of the 
system that are external to it. 
 The voltage stability index ENVCI which considers the 
effect of the rest of the system outside the local network is 
included through an equivalent model of the system; this 
ensures the accuracy of the index in modeling. Compared to 
the internal and external impedance method, the equivalent 
system impedance, which needs to be estimated by using 
two states of the system, is only a small part of the total 
impedance, while the local network impedances (lines that 
are connected directly to the considered node) are known 
and do not need to be estimated by using the two states of 
the system. 
 
 The Equivalent System Model (ESM) proposed in [44] is 
illustrated in Fig. 5: 
 

nV! QP nn j+
QP kmkm j+

eqV!

eqI! nI!

kmZEK
!

eqZ

K M

 
Fig. 5. Equivalent System Model 
 
 A made-up voltage source 𝐸! with impedance 𝑍!" is 
added to the traditional equivalent local network model to 
include the effect of the system outside the local network, as 
shown in Fig. 5. All the ground lines that represent powers of 
reactive load at the sending ends of the lines with power 
flows entering node N have been assumed to be part of Zkm. 
Ek and Zkm, and will have exactly the same effect as the 
whole external system of the local network, as long as they 
can guarantee identical voltage phasors and power flows for 
the equivalent line. To fulfill this purpose, equation   
 (52) has to be satisfied: 
 

𝑃!" + 𝑗𝑄!" ∗ = 𝑉!"∗
!!!!!"
!!"

= 𝑉!"∗
!!"!!!
!!"

    (52) 

 
Where, Pkm and Qkm are the active and reactive powers 
flowing in the local network. The impedance Zkm represents 
the impedance of the equivalent system that the power flow 
finds in the system before it reaches the local network. It is 
assumed that the equivalent voltage source 𝐸′! and the 
impedance Zkm are constant between two states of balance of 
the adjacent system. Superscripts 1 and 2 represent the states 
of system 1 and 2 as illustrated in equations       
    (53)and           (54): 
 
𝐸′! = 𝐾𝑉′!"! + 𝑉′!! 1 − 𝐾            (53) 
 
𝐸′! = 𝐾𝑉′!"! + 𝑉′!! 1 − 𝐾            (54) 
 
 Solving equations           (53) and  
         (54), equations         

 (55) and                 (56) 
are obtained: 
 
𝐾 = !

!!!!!"!!!!!"! / !!!!!!!!!
          (55) 

 
𝑍!" = 𝐾𝑍!"                 (56) 
 
 In the previous derivation process, a single line is 
obtained in which the effects of both the local network and 
the system outside the local network have been established. 
By using this model, the two important quantities needed to 
calculate the new ENVCI can be measured or calculated 
from the voltage phasor nodes at the two ends of the lines in 
the second part of the local network. Apparently, the voltage 
phasor 𝑉!∠ɸ! in node N can be measured directly, while the 
voltage of the equivalent source 𝐸!∠ɸ! can be estimated 
from voltage phasors and line parameters through the 
equivalent voltage phasor intermediate 𝑉!"∠ɸ!" and the 
equivalent parameter𝑌!".  
 With the equivalent system model of a line for node N as 
shown in Fig. 5, the output power in this node has to comply 
with equation             (57) of power 
flow: 
 
𝑃! + 𝑗𝑄! = 𝑉!

!!!!!
!!"

∗
             (57) 

 
 Equation (58) provides the voltage stability index 
ENVCI. 
 
ENVCI = 2 𝑒!𝑒! + 𝑓!𝑓! − 𝑒!! + 𝑓!!        (58) 
 
 In polar coordinates, the ENVCI index is presented in 
equation          (59): 
 
ENVCI = 2𝐸!𝑉! cosɸ!" − 𝐸!!          (59) 
 
Where, ɸ!" = ɸ! − ɸ! 
 
 Pérez Londoño et al., 2014: in [45], an improved 
indicator of the VSI index presented in [14] and [43] is 
proposed to estimate the voltage stability margin in PES, 
defined as SVSI (Simplified Voltage Stability Index), which 
uses voltage measurements and some assumptions from the 
Thevenin model. The proposed technique uses information 
about the current operating condition by incorporating only 
voltage phasor measurements and the topology of the PES. 
The SVSI index is based on the concept of relative electrical 
distance, used to select the generator that is closest to a 
specific load node, and also the association of electrical 
variables to improve its performance. 
 The admittance matrix for a PES makes it possible to 
determine the relationship between current injections and the 
complex voltages of load (L) and generation (G) nodes, 
according to equation              (60). 
 
𝐼!
𝐼!

= 𝑌!! 𝑌!"
𝑌!" 𝑌!!

𝑉!
𝑉!

              (60) 

 
 Where 𝑌!!, 𝑌!", 𝑌!" and 𝑌!! are submatrices of the 𝑌!"# 
matrix. From equation              (60) 
equation             (61) can be 
obtained: 
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𝑉!
𝐼!

= 𝑍!! 𝐹!"
𝐾!" 𝑌!!

𝐼!
𝑉!

             (61) 

 
 Where, 𝐹!" = − 𝑌!! !! 𝑌!"  is a complex matrix that 
defines the relationships between load voltages and 
generation nodes and can be used to determine the relative 
distance between these nodes. The elements of the 𝐹!" 
matrix are complex; its columns represent the system 
generators and each of its rows represent the load nodes. 
Matrix 𝐷!" relates the desired proportion of generation over 
the programmed load as it is defined in equation     
           (62): 
 
𝐷!" = abs 𝐹!"                 (62) 
 
 The relative electrical distance 𝑅!" is obtained from 
matrix 𝐹!" and is given by equation   (63): 
 
𝑅!" = 𝐴 − abs 𝐹!" = 𝐴 − 𝑎𝑏𝑠 𝑌!! !! 𝑌!"    (63) 
 
 Where A is a matrix of elements equal to 1, whose 
dimensions are (n-g) × g, where n is the total number of 
nodes in the system and g is the number of generators. The 
information given by matrix 𝑅!" can be used in place of the 
route algorithms to obtain the electrical distances between 
the load and generator nodes. 
 Once the generator that is closest to a specific load node 
with matrix 𝑅!" is identified, the voltage drop in the 
Thevenin impedance ∆𝑉! is estimated by using the following 
equation: 
 
∆𝑉! = 𝑉! − 𝑉!!!

!!!!
!!! ≅ 𝑉! − 𝑉!         (64) 

 
 Where 𝑉! and 𝑉! correspond to the phasor voltages of the 
nearest generator node and the node analyzed respectively. 
Equation        (64) is a simplification of the one 
proposed in [14] and [43] because in the new definition of 
voltage drop only voltage measurements at load and 
generation nodes are considered. 
 As the power demand increases, high voltage drops are 
experienced in some nodes when reaching the point of 
maximum loadability in one or several nodes of the analyzed 
power system. This phenomenon indicates a possible voltage 
collapse, and it is included in the formulation of the SVSI 
index as the correction factor 𝛽. This factor helps to increase 
the sensitivity of the proposed index, surpassing the one 
proposed in [14] and [43]. The correction factor 𝛽 for the 
SVSI is defined in equation          (65): 
 
𝛽 = 1 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑉! − 𝑉!

!
          (65) 

 
 The proposed correction factor is associated with the 
highest voltage magnitude differences between two nodes, 
and it can be obtained directly from PMU measurements in 
the PES analyzed under specific operating conditions. 
Taking into account the above, the proposed formulation for 
the SVSI index of node i is given by equation      
           (66): 
 
𝑆𝑉𝑆𝐼! =

∆!!
!∙!!

                 (66) 
 
 When the value of SVSI is equal to 1, it indicates that the 
point of maximum loadability has been reached (for the type 
of load being analyzed, this point corresponds to the stability 
limit). On the contrary, for values close to 0 it is evident that 

the PES is far from this point, and therefore the system is 
stable. 
 Matavalam & Ajjarapu 2015: in [46], a linear voltage 
stability index with power demand and based only on angles, 
called the M-index, is proposed. The linearity of the M-
index can be utilized to directly estimate the load margin. 
The M-index can estimate voltage stability margin and 
identify weak buses in a system based on SCADA and PMU 
data. An equivalent network is used to assess voltage 
stability. The equivalent model and corresponding voltage 
phasors are shown in  
Fig. 1.  
Where 𝑉! and 𝑉! are the real and imaginary parts of voltage, 
and 𝜃 is the power factor angle calculated by equation   
  (67). 
 
𝑉! = 𝑉 cos 𝛿 ;𝑉! = −𝑉 sin 𝛿 ; tan 𝜃 = 𝑄/𝑃     (67) 
 

The power factor angle 𝜃 is replaced by 𝜃 + ∅ , where 
tan∅ = !

!!
= !

!
  and represents the parameters of the line. 

The critical angle 𝛿!", is calculated with equation     
         (68) and the critical voltage 𝑉!", with 
equation (69): 
 
𝛿!" = 45° − !!∅

!
              (68) 

 
𝑉!" =

!
! !"#!!"

                (69) 
 
 An expression for the linear index using the angles 
aforementioned can be shown in equation        
        (70). 
 

𝑀 = !"# !!"!!
!"#!!"

!
               (70) 

3.2 Indices based on Measurements 
In this category there are alternatives to the indices that use 
equivalents, using the benefits of modern measurement 
systems. The measurements can be obtained by means of 
conventional systems such as SCADA, or Wide Area 
Monitoring Systems WAMS. Some of the voltage stability 
monitoring methodologies that use global measurements 
delivered by PMUs are those described in [13], [26] and 
[47]. For the use of these methodologies a complete 
observability of the system is required. In order to do this, a 
large number of installed PMUs are needed which entails an 
expensive system of implementation; therefore, some 
researchers prefer the use of local measurements on the 
system. In the following section some indices that are in this 
category are cited.  
 Verbic & Gubina, 2000: in [48], [49] and [50] the 
voltage safety index SDI (S Difference Indicator), which 
analyzes voltage stability by observing what happens with 
power in each of the transmission lines of a system in the 
face of events of voltage instability, is presented. 
 This index is presented again by these authors in articles 
published in 2003, 2004 and 2006 [47], [51] and [52] with 
the name of SDC (S Difference Criterion) [53]. SDC is a 
protection algorithm against voltage instability, which can 
be implemented in numerical relays using voltage and 
current phasor measurements at line terminals. 
 Indices SDI and SDC use consecutive measures of 
voltage and current taken at one end of a transmission line, 
with which the apparent power S flowing along the line is 
measured. For a transmission line connected between the 
ends j and i, the increase in apparent power measured at the 
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end i, after two consecutive measurements k and (k+1), is 
expressed as the sum of two phasors F1 and F2 as presented 
in equation: 
 
∆S = ∆𝑉!𝐼!"∗ + 𝑉!∆𝐼!"∗ = 𝐹! + 𝐹!          (71) 
 
 The increase in apparent power is zero when the 
measured variables do not change significantly. This occurs 
in ∆𝑉! = 0 and ∆𝐼!"∗ = 0, which corresponds to the case of 
normal operation and when 𝑚 = !!

!!
= 1 and 𝜕 =

∆𝐹! − ∆𝐹! = 𝜋; this way, the index SDI is defined in 
equation              (72):  
 
SDI = 1 +𝑚 cos 𝜕               (72) 
 
 For a system with n transmission lines, the index is 
defined as: 
 
SDI!"!#$%& = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝐷𝐼!   ∀ 𝑢 = 1,… , 𝑛       (73) 
 
 Dividing equation          (71) by 𝐹! 
equation           (74) is obtained: 
 

∆S = 1 +
∆!!!!"

∗

!!∆!!"
∗ = 1 + 𝑎𝑒!"           (74) 

 
Now, the increase in apparent power is zero when: 1) 

∆𝑉! = 0 and ∆𝐼!"∗ = 0, and 2) 𝛼 = 1 and 𝜕 = ±𝜋. This way, 
the index SDC is defined through equation       
   (75): 
 

SDC = 1 +
∆!!!!"

∗

!!∆!!"
∗ = 1 + 𝑎𝑒!"           (75) 

 
 Under normal operating conditions SDC≈1, and at the 
point of voltage collapse SDC≈0. 
 The main problem with these indices is that they require 
to verify that the line is loaded below its nominal load. This 
method presents good results for load increases, but in more 
realistic cases parameters do not get to be adjusted to obtain 
useful results. Strong oscillations are observed when one of 
the generator limiters acts. This is explained by the fact that 
the method implicitly assumes that the Thevenin equivalent 
parameters do not vary between two sampling points. When 
a generator is limited and is no longer a source of voltage, 
the parameters of the Thevenin model are modified 
considerably and the assumption is not correct [43]. 
 Kim et al., 2007: in [54] an index called VSRI (Voltage 
Stability Risk Index) is defined, which identifies the risk of 
PES before a voltage collapse for each node of the system by 
using time series of RMS voltages at the system load nodes. 
VSRI does not require any input from the other nodes for its 
calculation; therefore, this algorithm can be integrated in the 
PMU, located in different nodes to evaluate system voltage 
stability in transient state. The moving average of the time 
series data over a particular window j is calculated using 
measurements in N at previous time instants i. 
 

𝑣!!" =
!!

!
!!!
!

                 (76) 
 
 Using the moving average 𝑣! in equation (76), the 
percentage of diversity of the i-th measurement is calculated 
through equation               (77): 
 

𝑑! =
!!!!!

!"

!!
!" ×100               (77) 

 
 Index VSRI is defined in equation         
     (78):  
 

𝑧! =
!!!!!!! ∆!!

!!!

!!
              (78) 

 
 Where 𝑣! is the voltaje measurement at the ith time 
instant,  𝑣!!" is the moving average of window j, 𝑧! is the 
index VSRI of window j, N represents the PMU 
measurements available, and ∆𝑡 is the subinterval in the 
integral trapezoidal rule. 
 Venkatesh et al., 2007: with the apogee of alternative 
energies, in [55] the index called DVCI (Dynamic Voltage 
Collapse Indicator) is presented and determined for real 
time. It calculates the maximum apparent power flow margin 
of the feeder that connects the wind generator to the 
distribution system, using local measurements of power and 
voltage. 
 DVCI index is derived from the transmission line model 
of a distribution system as shown in Fig. 6. Shunt capacitors 
are ignored in this model since voltage levels in the 
distribution systems are low and line lengths are short. 

 

QP jj j+
ijij jxr +

iiV δ∠ jjV δ∠

Nodo	de	
envío

Nodo	de	
recibo

 
Fig. 6. Model of a transmission line in a system with any number of 
nodes. 
 
 An expression for the maximum loadability index (MLI) 
in terms of voltage at the emitter end 𝑉!  and power at the 
receiver end (𝑃! + 𝑄!) is presented in equation (79). The 
term MLI when multiplied by (𝑃! + 𝑄!), results in a 
measure of the maximum power that can be received at the 
receiver end of the transmission line for a sending voltage 
𝑉!. 
 

𝑀𝐿𝐼 =
!!
! ! !!"!!!!!"!! ! !!"

!!!!"
! !!

!!!!
!

! !!"!!!!!"!!
! = 𝑓1 𝑉! ,𝑃! ,𝑄!   (79) 

 
 MLI is greater than 1.0 and MLI is equal to 1.0 when 
(𝑃! + 𝑄!) is equal to the maximum load of the line. The final 
power at the receiver end can be related to the final power of 
delivery as in equation (80): 
 
𝑃! + 𝑄! = 𝑃! + 𝑗𝑄! − 𝑟!" + 𝑗𝑥!" 𝐼! ! = 𝑓2 𝑃!+𝑗𝑄!  (80) 
 
 Where 𝐼! refers to the sending current. Therefore, (79) 
can be modified using equation (80) to obtain an expression 
of the dynamic voltage collapse indicator (equal to MLI) 
only in terms of sending parameters as shown in equation 
(81): 
 
𝐷𝑉𝐶𝐼 = 𝑓1 𝑉! ,𝑃! ,𝑄! = 𝑓1 𝑉! , 𝑓2 𝑃!+𝑗𝑄! = 𝑓 𝑉! ,𝑃! ,𝑄!  (81) 
 
 The term in (81) can be calculated by a micro processed 
relay to identify if a feeder of the distribution system is close 
to voltage collapse. Finally, the DVCI index only uses 
locally measurable parameters at the emitter end. 
 Haque., 2007: in [56], a simple VSI (Voltage Stability 
Index) method is proposed to determine the distance to 
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voltage collapse by using little local information, such as 
voltage and current magnitudes. The VSI varies almost 
linearly with the load and is used to estimate the distance to 
voltage collapse by using linear extrapolation. The effects of 
generator reactive power limits, line output, non-uniform 
load increase and shunt reactive power sources on the VSI 
were also investigated. 
 For a load node i the index VSI proposed in [56] is 
calculated by equation            (82): 
 
𝑉𝑆𝐼! = 1 + !!

!!

∆!!
∆!!

!
            (82) 

 
 Where, 𝑉! and 𝐼! are the voltage and current magnitudes 
of the load node, ∆𝑉!  and ∆𝐼! are the changes in voltage and 
current in the face of changes in the load apparent power. In 
general, when the load of a node increases the current also 
increases, and the voltage of the load decreases. 𝑉𝑆𝐼!  is zero 
at the point of voltage collapse. α is a constant number equal 
or greater than 1, which is used to give a linear characteristic 
to the index. 
 Smon et., 2008: in [57], an improvement is made to the 
SDC index since the new BSDC (Bus apparent-power 
difference criterion) index uses load currents instead of line 
currents in a node, and therefore, there is no additional 
verification to see if the lines are generating or consuming 
reactive power. This index is based on the measurement of 
the apparent power delivered to the node, instead of the one 
that is flowing along the line. At the receiver end of a line j-
i, which supplies a node n as in Fig. 7, 𝑉! is the voltage of 
node n, which is supplied by current 𝐼!". 
 The point of voltage collapse is when ∆𝑆! = 0. In the 
BSDC index the load current and the apparent power 
delivered to the node as presented in equations     
      (83),              (84) 
and                 (85) is 
considered: 

 

njI! njS!

jnS!
1U!

nU!n

nS!nI!

2U! gU!jU!

 
Fig. 7. Supply to the load node n. 

 
 
∆𝑆! = ∆𝑉!𝐼!∗ + 𝑉!∆𝐼!∗ = 0            (83) 
 
𝑉!∆𝐼!∗ = −∆𝑉!𝐼!∗               (84) 

 

!!
!!∗

= ∆!!
∆!!∗

                 (85) 
 
 Where ∆𝑉! and ∆𝐼!∗  represent the complex voltage and 
current increases for node n with respect to their base-case 
values 𝑉! and 𝐼!∗ . . The increments are determined after the 
system is subjected to a series of disturbances in the system, 
with two consecutive online measurement samples of the 
node voltage and the load current of a PMU at node n. The 
BSDC index is defined in equation          
    (86): 
 
𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶 = 1 − ∆!!!!∗

∆!!∗!!
              (86) 

 
 Arya et al., 2008: in [58], the Li (Line Voltage Stability 
Index) for type 21 relays is presented. The process to obtain 
the index is based on the fact that before a load increase, the 
impedance seen by an impedance relay becomes equal to the 
line impedance at the point of collapse for the most critical 
line. Power flow equations have been used to identify 
critical lines, which may be vulnerable during higher 
loadability conditions. 
 Considering a transmission line, with ABCD constants 
known as an integral part of the PES, it is assumed that the 
line is connected between nodes 's' and 'r' as shown in Fig. 8. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the actual power flow 
direction is from node 's' to node 'r'. 
 Power flow equations at the receiver end 'r' are written in 
equations     (87) and     (88): 
 
𝑝! = 𝐴𝑣! cos 𝛽 − 𝛼 − 𝑣 cos 𝛿! − 𝛿! + 𝛽      (87) 
 
𝑞! = 𝐴𝑣! sin 𝛽 − 𝛼 −𝑣 sin 𝛿! − 𝛿! + 𝛽      (88) 

 

ABCD

rr jqp +

ssV δ/ rrV δ/

Fig. 8. Transmission line connected between nodes s and r. 
 

 
 In previous equations 𝑣 = 𝑉!/𝑉!, 𝑃! = 𝑉!!/𝐵, 𝑝! =
𝑃!/𝑃!, 𝑞! = 𝑄!/𝑃!, where 𝑃! and 𝑄! are the power flow 
equations at the receiving end. The line voltage stability 
index Li is obtained with equation           
       (89): 
 
𝐿! = 𝐴𝑣 cos 𝛿 − 𝛼   
𝛿 = 𝛿! − 𝛿!                 (89) 
 
 α is the angle of the parameter A of the line; this 
parameter can be calculated with equation        
    (92). As the system gets stressed, the index is 
reduced from 𝐴 cos𝛼 ≅ 1  to 0.5 at the point of collapse. In 
an interconnected system one of the lines will be critical; in 
fact, lines can be classified according to the magnitudes of 
this line voltage stability index. The line voltage stability 
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index depends on A, the relationship between voltage at the 
receiving end and voltage at the sending end, and the phase 
angle across the line. This suggests that the loadability of a 
long transmission line decreases due to the decrease in the 
magnitude of "A". The network load capacity is limited by 
the length of a line in the network. 
 Gu et al., 2009. Gu & Wan., 2010: in [59] and [60], the 
LMVSI (Linearized Motor Voltage Stability Index) is 
presented. It considers the characteristics of the dynamic 
loads of an induction motor, and is based on the determinant 
of the equivalent load state matrix. The index demands a 
WAMS system for its implementation in addition to 
previous knowledge of the motor parameters. The index 
does not require calculating the network equivalents which 
improves the accuracy and the calculation speed of the 
linearized index, and can be used to predict the load margin. 

The composite load model of an induction motor in 
parallel with a constant impedance is sufficient for the 
analysis of voltage stability. In the formulation of the index, 
the third-order model of an induction motor obtained by 
ignoring the transients of the stator is used. Fig. 9 shows the 
composite load model of induction motor and constant 
impedance. 

 

V!

jXR+

XjR ʹ+

Red
eʹ!

 
Fig. 9. Composite load model of an induction motor and constant 
impedance.  
 
 In order to determine the local voltage stability index, 
voltages and powers measured at different times are used. In 
addition, only local dynamics are considered due to the 
induction motor. The properties of the 'A' state matrix are 
used to evaluate the stability of each node. 
 Generator models, reactive power limits, saturation of 
the transmission line, etc., they are implicitly taken into 
account by the measurements obtained from PMUs, and 
therefore, they are not modeled directly. In a generic time 𝑡!, 
the proposed motor voltage stability index (MVSI) is 
defined in equation             (90): 
 
𝑀𝑉𝑆𝐼!,! =  𝑑𝑒𝑡 𝐴!,!              (90) 
 
Where, 𝐴!,! is the Jacobian matrix at a given time 𝑡! and the 
node k. 𝐴!,! depends on the node voltage and load power 
obtained through PMU measurements. The MVSI index can 
be easily linearized by using equation         
   (91): 
 
𝐿𝑀𝑉𝑆𝐼!,! =  !"#$!,!

!"#$%!,!/!!!,!
            (91) 

 
 Here 𝜆!,! is the factor of loadability given at time 𝑡!, and 
it is calculated by equation           
 (92): 
 
𝜆!,! =  𝑃!,!

!! − 𝑃!,!
!! /𝑃!,!

!!             (92) 

 
 Where 𝑃!,!

!!  and 𝑃!,!
!!  are the active power at instants 𝑡! and 

𝑡! respectively. To calculate the critical load margin of each 
node (i.e., the value of λ, for which LMVSI = 0), it is 
necessary to know how the voltage of the node varies as a 
function of load powers. In some references this information 
is obtained by determining the Thevenin equivalent of the 
network in a load node. However, this step can take a long 
time, especially for online applications. For this reason, in 
this article measurements of voltages and powers are used at 
different times, instead of calculating equivalents. If the load 
on node k is varied in the time interval between 𝑡! and 𝑡!!!, 
assuming that the index is completely linear, the predicted 
critical load margin 𝜆!!"#$ can be expressed by equation   
     (93): 
 
𝜆!!"#$ = 𝜆!!!,! −

!"#$%!!!,! !!,!!!!!!,!
!"#$%!,!!!"#$%!!!,!

        (93) 

 
In order to compute 𝜆!!"#$ ,  it is necessary that 𝐿𝑀𝑉𝑆𝐼!,! <

𝐿𝑀𝑉𝑆𝐼!!!,!, that is to say, when load power consumption 
has increased. The minimum critical load margin expected 
for all nodes is 𝜆!"#$ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜆!!"#$ . To calculate LMVSI, a 
measurement in the current time period is enough. Whereas, 
to calculate 𝜆!!"#$, two sufficiently different measurements 
are required in different time periods. First, two VSIs, called 
𝐿𝑀𝑉𝑆𝐼!,! and 𝐿𝑀𝑉𝑆𝐼!!!,!, are calculated with equation   
         (91). Then, the loading margin at 
node k is obtained with equation        (93). 
 Parniani & Vanouni., 2010: another advance to the SDC 
index is presented in [61], where an index called DSY 
(Derivate (D) of the load apparent power (S) with respect to 
its admittance (Y)), which uses only the RMS values of 
voltage and current, is proposed. The local DSY index 
estimates the proximity to the loadability limit online, with 
two consecutive scalar local measurements. This index is 
based on the fact that the apparent load power variation is 
zero at loadability limit. The disadvantages of the SDC 
index are that it requires two consecutive local voltage and 
current phasor measurements, as well as phasor measuring 
instruments for its calculation. The other problem with this 
method (SDC) is that the value of the index is positive in 
both stable and unstable regions, which corresponds to the 
upper and lower parts of the PV curve. Therefore, if a large 
disturbance occurs near the monitored node, resulting in a 
sudden movement from the stable to the unstable region with 
a reasonable voltage level, this index cannot distinguish the 
arrival to the unstable region. These disadvantages were 
addressed by the DSY index. 
 
 Index DSY is calculated by equation        
  (94): 
 
𝐷𝑆𝑌 = ∆!!

!!!∆!!
= !!,!!!!,!

!!,!
! !!,!
!!,!

!
!!,!
!!,!

          (94) 

 
 Since S=VI, to calculate the index only two consecutive 
measurements (represented by subscripts 1 and 2) of 𝐼! and 
𝑉! , which are readily available scalar local measurements, 
are needed. 

Abasi & Karbalaei., 2011: in [62], an improvement 
strategy to the BSDC index considering the voltage-
dependent load models is presented. At the point of 
maximum power transfer, the BSDC index is reduced to 0. 
Therefore, if it is a voltage independent load, the BSDC 
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criterion can detect the voltage collapse point. But, if part of 
the load is a voltage-dependent type, the voltage stability 
limit extends beyond the maximum power transfer point, and 
the BSDC index cannot determine reliably the proximity to 
voltage instability. The improvement of the BSDC criterion 
in these conditions (voltage-dependent load) by using the 
load model given in [62] consists in separating the load into  
voltage-dependent and voltage-independent parts. Assuming 
that there is a mixed load at node i, the apparent power is 
calculated by           (95): 
 
𝑆! = 𝑉!𝐼!∗ = 𝑆!"#$%" + 𝑆!"#$           (95) 
 
 Where 𝑆!"#$%" and 𝑆!"#$ represent the apparent power 
from the load voltage independent and dependent parts 
respectively. The current that is related to the voltage 
independent part is calculated by equation        
       (96): 
 

𝐼!"#$%" =
!!"#$%"
∗

!!
∗                (96) 

 
 To calculate the improved BSDC index using equation 
          (97), the current from equation  
             (96) is used: 
 

𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶!"#$% = 1 −
∆!!!!"#$%"

∗

∆!!"#$%"
∗ !!

           (97) 

 
 The value of 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶!"#$% is reduced to 0 at the point of 
voltage collapse, regardless of whether the load is voltage 
dependent or independent because at the point of voltage 
collapse the term 𝑆!"#$%" reaches the maximum value, and 
does not change by a small alteration in 𝐼!"#$%" and 𝑉!. 
𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶!"#$% can be calculated at each node of PES, and when 
the minimum value of all indices 𝐵𝑆𝐷𝐶!"#$%  becomes 
smaller than a predefined threshold voltage collapse is 
reached. 

Sodhi et al., 2012: later on, another index called SVIMI 
(Synchrophasor based Voltage Instability Monitoring Index) 
was developed in [63]. This index uses a node voltage 
magnitude and its consecutive deviations.  
 The first voltage stability monitoring criterion 
considered in [63] is voltage magnitude. To maintain voltage 
stability, voltage deviation in each load node must be as far 
as possible from its desired value. Voltage Deviation From 
its Reference (DFR) or the nominal value in each 
instantaneous measurement-k is calculated by equation   
           (98): 
 
𝐷𝐹𝑅! = 𝑉!"# − 𝑉!              (98) 
 

In              (98), 𝑉!"#  is the 
reference voltage value, which corresponds to the nominal 
voltage level, and 𝑉! indicates the voltage average value. To 
calculate the average voltage, a sliding window is used on 
the past voltage measurements M, and at any instant-k. The 
average voltage is calculated as 𝑉! = (!

!
) 𝑉! + 𝑉!!! +⋯+

𝑉!!!!! . 
Voltage decreases in the system during the evolution of 

long-term voltage instability. However, it is also possible for 
a system to go into unstable voltage state near nominal 
voltage levels. Therefore, the voltage instability that leads to 
voltage collapse cannot always be predicted just by 

monitoring voltage magnitudes. The second criterion used in 
SVMI that reflects imminent voltage instability is the 
voltage decay rate. During a constant sampling time Δt, the 
difference between voltage at two consecutive time instants 
indicates the voltage decay rate and, therefore, the 
consecutive voltage deviation (Consecutive Voltage 
Deviation CVD) at the instant-k. This can be defined by 
equation              (99). 
 
𝐶𝑉𝐷! = 𝑉!!! − 𝑉!              (99) 
 

As the system moves from a stable to an unstable voltage 
state, voltage drops and, therefore, the CVD value increases. 
Generally, at a voltage level of 0.8 p.u. in transmission 
systems, load shedding is exerted in most systems to avoid 
voltage instability. The potential benefit of considering the 
voltage decay rate comes from the fact that stable and 
collapse cases can be easily distinguished at a higher voltage 
level. 
 The two criteria in equations           
   (98) and              (99) are 
normalized and combined to define a Voltage Instability 
Monitoring Index (VIMI), at instant-k, which is calculated in 
equation     (100): 
 
𝑉𝐼𝑀𝐼! = 𝑊! 𝑘

!"#!
!"#!"#

+𝑊! 𝑘
!"#!

!"#!"#
     (100) 

 
𝑊!(𝑘) and 𝑊!(𝑘) are the weighing factors for the two 
criteria at the time instant k, so that 𝑊! 𝑘 +𝑊! 𝑘 = 1. In 
    (100), 𝐷𝐹𝑅!"# and 𝐶𝑉𝐷!"# are the maximum 
allowable deviations in the two criteria, and their values are 
dependent on the system, requiring extensive off-line system 
studies for the base system as well as the cases of 
contingency in order to fix their values. A range in which the 
values of these two parameters are generally close to the 
point of collapse is obtained. The VIMI, calculated at each 
load-l node, can finally be used to define SVIMI; it based on 
synchrophasors of the whole system, which is calculated in 
equation (101): 
 
𝑆𝑉𝐼𝑀𝐼! = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑉𝐼𝑀𝐼!! ; 𝑙 ∈ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑗𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑠 𝑑𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑎 (101) 
 
 The numerator in     (100) is the measured 
deviation, and the denominator is the tolerable deviation in 
the two criteria under consideration. As the measured 
deviation approaches the tolerable deviation SVIMI 
approaches the numerical value 1.0, which indicates a 
voltage instability condition. 
 Zheng & Kezunovic., 2010, 2012 y 2013: in [64], a 
methodology using synchrophasor measurements taken from 
PMU is developed for online stability estimation and early 
detection of impending system instability events by using 
Decision Trees (DT). In [65], this index was adapted for 
distribution systems which include different types of wind 
turbines by using only local measurements in the substation. 
The VSI index quantifies the voltage stability margin of a 
general two-node transmission system from PMU data at the 
two ends of the line. Subsequently, the VSI is modified to 
adapt to the conditions of the radial distribution system. 
Only local measurements are needed after the modification; 
without time synchronization. 
 From Fig. 6 the index for stability margin in distribution 
systems is derived. Then, with equation        
 (102) VSI index is calculated: 
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𝑉𝑆𝐼 =
!! ! !!! ! !!!"

!! !!! ! !!!"
! !!"!!!!"!

! !!!!"!!!!!"
! −

!! ! !!! ! !!!" !!"! !!! ! !!!" !!"
! !!!!"!!!!!"

!          (102) 

 
Tianjiao Pu et al., 2014: in [66], a fast calculation voltage 
stability index called Lfci which is based on the feasible 
solution of voltage is proposed. This index can be obtained 
through an algebraic calculation made with the PMU 
measurement information, and it can be applied online. This 
index is also derived from a more precise model that 
considers the lines capacitance. On the other hand, it is 
shown that Lfci is still accurate taking into account the 
voltage characteristics of ZIP loads. 
 Unlike previous indices that are based on the feasible 
solution of the system lines power flow equation, Lfci is 
obtained from the voltage equation of each line in the 
system. Fig. 10 shows the equivalent line model with its 
capacitances. 

 

ijI!

δ∠ jjU

Qs iii jP+=~ Qs jjj jP +=~

jXRZ +=∠θδ∠ iiU

2
Bj

2
Bj

 
Fig. 10. Equivalent Line Model with capacitance. 
 
 Considering Fig. 10, the expression of Lfci is calculated by 
equations       (103), (104) and        
     (105): 
 

𝐿! =
! !!! !!!

! !! !!! !!! !!!

!!! !!!"#!!
< 1       (103) 

 

𝐿! =
! !!! !!!

! !! !!! !!! !!!

!!! !!!"#!!
< 1       (104) 

 
𝐿!"# = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐿! , 𝐿!              (105) 
 
 The regional characteristic of voltage stability 
determines that voltage collapse occurs whenever one of the 
lines in the system has voltage stability problems. Lfci index 
can indicate weak lines of voltage stability in the system. If 
Lfci tends to be 1, the system will be closer to the voltage 
stability critical point. Therefore, the maximum value of Lfci 
for all lines in the system can be used as a global index to 
indicate voltage stability in the whole system, and it is 
calculated by the equation           (106):  
 
𝐿!"#,!"# = max!"# 𝐿!"#

!            (106) 
 
 Where 𝑅 is the number of lines. 
 
 Ratra, Tiwari & Niazi. 2018: in [67], the proposed index 
is derived from a voltage quadratic equation. The proposed 
index is based upon ABCD parameters of transmission line, 
which include line capacitance and resistance that are 

neglected by existing voltage stability indices. Therefore, the 
proposed index assesses voltage sensitivity precisely under 
all the conditions, and indicates the system’s proximity to 
voltage collapse point. Voltage/current at the emitter end of 
a line can be related to voltage/current of the receiver end by 
using ABCD parameters presented in equation      
       (107): 
 
𝑉!
𝐼!

= 𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

𝑉!
𝐼!

             (107) 

 
 The terms A, B, C and D are known as transmission line 
parameters. The terms in bold letters are indicative of phasor 
quantities, while terms in normal letters indicate scalar 
magnitudes. A, B, C and D parameters of transmission 
system are expressed by equations          
     (108),                
  (109),             (110) and    
               (111): 
 
𝑨 = 1 + 𝒀 ∗ 𝒁

!
               (108) 

 
𝑩 = 𝒁                  (109) 
 
𝑪 = 𝒀 ∗ 1 + 𝒀 ∗ 𝒁

!
             (110) 

 
𝑫 = 𝑨                  (111) 
 
 The proposed LVSI for j-th line can be defined based on 
equation      (112). 
 

𝐿𝑉𝑆𝐼! =
!!!" !!!"# !!!!!
!!" !"# !!!!!"#

 ∀ 𝑗 = 1,2,3… 𝑙     (112) 

 
𝐿𝑉𝑆𝐼! index is calculated for all the lines simultaneously. 
Without load, the value of LVSI= 2. It is to be noted that 
under no load conditions the system remains mostly stable. 
Under maximum load conditions, the value of LVSI=1. 
Therefore, it has been shown mathematically that the value 
of LVSI varies between 2 and 1, i.e., it goes from the most 
stable state to voltage collapse. LVSI index identifies critical 
lines. The voltage stability global indicator for the whole 
system can be found in equation        (113): 
 
𝐿𝑉𝑆𝐼 = max 𝐿𝑉𝑆𝐼!    ∀ 𝑗 = 1,2,3… 𝑙       (113) 
 

To avoid the system voltage collapse, the proposed index 
must be greater than 1, i.e, 𝐿𝑉𝑆𝐼 > 1. The advantage of this 
approach is that indices of different lines are computed 
simultaneously. This index is very simple and requires only 
data from nodes voltage phasors, so it can be easily 
calculated online. 
 
 
4. Analysis of the Bibliographic Review 
 
The approaches that use PES variables obtained through 
measurements have advantages associated with the 
acquisition of data that allow to analyze SP voltage stability 
in a direct way, before different operating conditions and 
contingencies, in the nodes as well as the lines. However, 
these measurement-based approaches also present challenges 
that are related to the large size of PES nowadays, which 
leads to the need to have measurement units in strategically 
located nodes to get complete observability of the system. 
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Nevertheless, some PES in countries such as Norway, China, 
India, the United States, Colombia and Brazil currently have 
this technology [2]. 
 Although PMU technology is increasingly used in PES, 
according to this bibliographic review there are still very few 
references that use these tools for voltage stability 
monitoring with PMU measurements. Another relevant 
characteristic of this measurement-based approach is the 
definition of indices involving the dynamic characteristics of 
loads, which despite of being few, allow analysis to be 
carried out increasingly closer to PES real conditions. 
Therefore, online voltage stability monitoring based on 
synchronized phasor measurements is a work area with great 
research potential since it allows to use the advantages of 
modern measurement systems such as WAMS through 
PMUs, facilitating the access to voltage measurements and 
current phasors synchronized via GPS (Global Positioning 
Systems) in many of the nodes. 
 Fig. 11 presents a classification of voltage stability 
indices based on measurements and/or parameters, taking as 

reference the classification given in [2]. In this case, 
emphasis is placed on indices based on PMU measurements 
and the identification of node and line indices. 

In Table 1, a comparative table to define the 
characteristics of the indices mentioned in the previous 
section is presented. The table shows the comparison made 
between voltage stability indices, in which column I refers to 
the name of the index, author and year, column II defines 
whether the index considers the load model in its 
formulation or the index performance evaluation, column III 
corresponds to the indices based on PMU measurements, 
and Column IV refers to the application of the index in real 
time. Column V indicates whether the index has operational 
restrictions in a real PES, where number 1corresponds to the 
reactive limits of the generator, number 2 to voltage limits 
for nodes, and number 3 to lines loadability. Column VI 
indicates in which PES the indices have been implemented. 
Finally, column VII illustrates whether the index has been 
applied to large power systems. 
 

Voltage	stability	indices	
based	on	measurements	
and	/	or	parameters

With	equivalent	
model Measurements

Thevenin	
equivalent

Network	
equivalent

DVCI
Venkatesh	et	al.,	

2007

VSI
Haque,	2007

LMVSI
Gu	et	al.,	2009.	
Gu	&	Wan,	2010

VSI
Zheng	et	al.,	2012,	

2013

SVIMI
Sodhi	et	al.,	2012

BSDC_indep
Abasi	&	Karbalaei,	

2011

Zth/ZL
Chebbo	et	al.,	

1992

Vu
Vu	et	al.,	1999

VIP
Julian	et	al.,	2000

VSLBI
Milosevic	&	
Begovic,	2003

ISI
Smon	et	al.,	2006

PTSI
Nizam	et	al.,	2007

VSI
Fu	et	al.,	2008

WAVI
Han	et	al.,	2009

LI
Hongjie	et	al.,	

2005

VSI
Gong	et	al.,	2006

VSI
Genet	&	Maun.,	
2007	y	2009

ENVCI
Wang	et	al.,	2009

SVSI
Pérez	Londoño	et	

al.,	2014

VSRI
Kim	et	al.,	2007

BSDC
Smon	et	al.,	2008

Line	index

VSI
Maharjan	&	

Kamalasadan,	2015

P
Kamel	et	al.,	2018

STI
Ramapuram	&	
Ajjarapu,	2017

Node	index

SDI
Verbic	&	Gubina,	

2000,	2002

SDC
Verbi	&	Gubina	

2003,	2004	y	2006

Li
Arya	et	al.,	2008

DSY
Parniani	&	

Vanouni,	2010

L_fci
Tianjiao	Pu	et	al.,	

2014

LVSI
Ratra	et	al.,	2018

Conventions

M
Matavalam	&	
Ajjarapu,	2015

 
Fig. 11. Classification of indices for voltage stability monitoring based on phasor measurements and/or parameters. 
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Table 1. Comparison of the indices of voltage stability based on measurements and/or parameters. 

I.  
Indice 

II.  
Load 

Model 

III. 
PMU 

Measurements 

IV. 
Real 
Time 

V. 
Operational 
Restrictions 

 

VI. 
Test 

System 

VII. 
Applicable to 

large PES 

Zth/ZL No No No 0 IEEE 30 nodes No 
Chebbo et al., 1992         

Vu 
Vu et al., 1999 

No No No 0 New England 39 nodes No 

VIP 
Julian et al., 2000 

No No No 0 Sistema de 7000 nodes 
AEP 

No 

VSLBI 
Milosevic & Begovic, 2003. 

Si (ZIP) Si No 0 New England 39 nodes No 

ISI 
Smon et al., 2006 

No Si Si 0 Belgian–French 32 nodes No 

PTSI No No No 0 Sistema de 87 nodes No 
Nizam et al., 2007         

VSI 
Fu et al., 2008 

No Si Si 0 New England and New 
York 68 nodes 

No 

WAVI No Si No 0 Sistema KEPCO  Si 
Han et al., 2009     Korea Power Grid   

VSI 
Maharjan & Kamalasadan.2015 

No No Si 0 New England 39 nodes- 
IEEE 118 nodes 

No 

STI No Si Si 0 IEEE 30 nodes No 
Ramapuram & Ajjarapu. 2017         

P-index 
Kamel Et al., 2018 

No Si Si 0 IEEE 14, 57 y 118 nodes No 

LI 
Hongjie et al., 2005 

Si (ZIP) No No 0 New-England 39 nodes-
IEEE 50 nodes 

No 

VSI No No No 0 IEEE 30 nodes No 
Gong et al., 2006         

VSI No Si No 0 Belgian–French 32 No 
Genet & Maun., 2007 y 2009         

ENVCI No No No 0 IEEE 14 nodes No 
Wang et al., 2009     IEEE 30 system;   

SVSI No Si No 1 IEEE 14 nodes No 
Pérez Londoño et al., 2014     IEEE 30 nodes   

M-index No No Si 0 IEEE 30 nodes No 
 Matavalam & Ajjarapu. 2015         

SDI No No Si 0 New England 39-bus No 
Verbic & Gubina, 2000, 2002     Slovenian 275 nodes   

SDC 
Verbi & Gubina 2003, 2004 y 2006 

No Si Si 0 New England 39, IEEE 
118, Slovenian 275 nodes 

Si 

VSRI 
Kim et al., 2007 

No Si Si 0 Northern Region Power 
Grid 246 nodes 

Si 

DVCI No No No 0 Sistema propio No 
Venkatesh et al., 2007         

VSI No Si Si 1 IEEE 30 nodes No 
Haque, 2007         

BSDC No Si Si 0 IEEE 30 nodes No 
Smon et al., 2008     Belgian–French 32   

Li No No Si 0 IEEE 57 nodes No 
Arya et al., 2008         

LMVSI 
Gu et al., 2009. Gu & Wan, 2010 

Si 
 

No No 0 New England 39 nodes- 
Slovenian 275 nodes 

  

DSY No No  0 IEEE 30 nodes No 
Parniani & Vanouni, 2010         

BSDC_indep Si No Si 0 IEEE 30 nodes No 
Abasi & Karbalaei, 2011         

SVIMI 
Sodhi et al., 2012 

No Si No 0 New England 39 nodes No 

VSI 
Zheng ET AL., 2010, 2012 y 2013 

No No No 0 New England 39 nodes No 

L_fci Si (ZIP) Si Si 0 IEEE 14 nodes No 
Tianjiao Pu et al. 2014     New England 39 nodes   

LVSI  No Si Si 0 IEEE 30, 118 nodes No 
Ratra Et al., 2018         

 
 
Voltage stability monitoring methods and indices based on 
the Thevenin equivalent have a correct theoretical base. 
Since Thevenin equivalent parameters are not easy to follow, 
some authors propose some voltage stability evaluation 

methods and indices without identifying Thevenin 
equivalent parameters.  
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5. Conclusions 
 
According to this review and analysis, there are some 
weaknesses in the indices for voltage stability monitoring. 
Any index is based on considering the voltage levels for 
transmission according to technical standards. Indices are 
not used in control strategies to avoid stability problems 
considering voltage levels and generator limits. 
 The obtained Thevenin equivalent parameters are based 
on static stability (only voltage sources and impedances), 
and power systems nowadays are dynamic in terms of their 
load, configuration and dispatch. Obtaining Thevenin 
equivalent parameters is still a very big problem for dynamic 
power systems. 
 The estimation of voltage stability margin can be 
misleading if it is not combined with generator reactive 
power limitations. 

 Some SDC and SDI indices are based on the variation 
between the two consecutive states of the system, in which 
load variations for the identification of the Thevenin 
parameters are required. In more realistic cases, PES are 
constantly changing the power required by the load; 
therefore, using this criterion can be used reliably. 
 Very few investigations have evaluated voltage stability 
using monitoring tools, they neither have included electrical 
components, such as over-excitation limiters OEL (Over 
Excitation Limitator) and Tap Changers Under Load 
(OLTC) (On-Load Tap Changer) which create discrete 
changes affecting voltage instability.  
 
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the 
Creative Commons Attribution License  
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